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About This Game

Will you be able to escape alive from the factory? Manage the light wisely, unlock new levels and try to find a way out.

Key Features

More than 16 different puzzles for players of any skill level

Avoid the mortal floor, handle the laser lights and manage your orbs to go throught the installations.

But be careful! Death affects the way how puzzles can be solved.

Find the hidden minigames

Speedrun mode
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Title: SolarGun
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mechanical Boss
Publisher:
Mechanical Boss
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64bits

Processor: Intel Celeron G1820 / AMD Athlon II X3 455

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT 430/ AMD Radeon R5 240

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Portuguese,French,German
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Its a good game, it really is... and it only took me 20 minutes to realise that... its a tad too complicated for my liking, but i wont
let that sway my review, it feels just like a good puzzle game and it is, if you're thinking of buying it, why are you so caught up
on buying a game thats only $1?. Solar Gun is an FPS puzzle game with some shooting mechanics.

You know what this means...
it takes a lot of inspiration from Portal and various other indie puzzle games, both in world design, art style and puzzle design.
There are some visuals from 2001: A Space Odyssey for some reason. Using monolith imagery should make some kind of
sense, otherwise it's just a reference that doesn't mean anything.

The puzzles are typical, not exactly mind blowing, but they keep you occupied for a few minutes/hours. The environments aren't
quite illogical, but the attempt at worldbuilding is commendable.. Solid Puzzle game. Entertained me really well for 2h. Of
course it's not a Portal game but it only costs 1$ and the gameplay well thought through with a nice difficulty progression.
Developers have a great first game here so I'm looking forward to their next one!

P.S. Runs perfect on Linux with excellent default Steam Controller bindings.. Very nice little game. For 1$ it will keep you
entertained for about an hour or more depending on how good you are with the puzzles so stop reading this review and go try it..
a great first person puzzle game like portal with you and a sun gun that can open doors create things and swiches with a good
level design and it's only $0.99. Imagine a kind of really bad and simple puzzle Portal game where you run through company
rooms like in The Stanley Parable for no reason. So not fun.. boring game. terrible movement with keyboard controls.. The devs
wanted to make fake portal but they didnt manage to do it.
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The game is funny, short, but funny. Only cost 0,99$ so i recommended to buy if you love games like portal (puzzle games).
Pledge for new developers.

Congrats to Mechanical Boss.. For a $1 game this game really delivers.

if you enjoyed Portal you are sure to enjoy this one, It is very similar to that game.
What we have here is a first person puzzle platformer game much like Portal as i have mentioned.

The gameplay is quite fun with the environments neatly done with a very appealing look. The puzzles themselves arent too hard
or complicated especially if you have played other games similar to this. The game has very decent graphics, the visual aspect of
the game is really good, we have that futuristic look or theme you might say.

The game doesnt really offer any form of story or dialogue , in this regard the game feels a bit incomplete, it is♥♥♥♥♥♥there
is history but they didnt bother to tell it, but in no way does this make it a bad game, for the price of this game and the
enjoyment you will get this is a sure thing.
. short but nice 1st person puzzler.
very much a simple clone of "the turing test" but with some own features.
box handling worx like in "talos principle".
getting extra bonus levels at end are the real reward for playing!. Well. I would like to say that SolarGun is just one of my
favorite puzzle games on Steam. I played all portal games and many similar games with different mechanics and gameplay (like
Qube, Chromagun and more), but this one is my favorite. The main aesthetic is gorgeous - a great unlit material with an ambient
occlusion FX. The music is quiet (I love Chopin Funeral March). What about controls? All is smooth and perfect. The main
gameplay is unusual and really clever. Thank you for the free content. This team did an amazing work. If you don't try this
project, I guess that you are stupid - it is worth 10 times its price - less than one buck ++. Great puzzle game for just 1$. Talos
principle/Portal idea but shorter. It will take you about one hour to finish it, so if you have spare time , get the game.. Pretty
Cool.. I tend not to like puzzle games that much, but I quite enjoy Solargun. I enjoy the puzzles lot, with the mechanics being
interesting and intuitive.The developers also spend the a large amount of time making the lab feel like it was actually used,
which I really like.

A large number of the puzzles can be quite challenging and require some platforming skill. However, the platforming can be
problematic at times, which is a shame. The character you control is feels rather heavy, meaning you carry a large amount of
momentum. While not itself problematic, it makes air control difficult, making precision platforming a pain at time. Another
part that can be annoying is the death marker, which while funny because of the whole "save the equipment, not the person"
joke, they can easily get in the way of platforming because they are physical objects. There are also some other small
complaints, such as lack of options in the settings, (sensitivity, keybindings, resolutions) and the artstyle making stuff look
fuzzy.

Overall, I enjoy it quite a bit. I think all of the puzzles are fun and unique, the lab an interesting place and the mechanics of the
Solar Gun well implemented. The vast majority of the problems are fairly minor and can be overlooked, even though the
physics can be annoying at times. So, if you like puzzle games and have some spare change in your steam wallet, I would
definetly pick this up, because it is worth every penny.

7/10 Good. Uninteresting, easy, poorly-designed puzzles in addition to frustrating controls and questionable decisions. The
Turing Test is the same design but much better. Nobody could call it overpriced, but it wasn't worth my time and it's probably
not worth yours.
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